Posting Title: Open EdX Configuration/Back-End Work

Company: Sandton Technologies
Industry: Online Education/Training
Position: Hourly
Status: Independent Contractor, primary work between June and August 2016 with ongoing maintenance to occur during upcoming academic year.
Pay: Contractor to provide hourly rate in a last-best-final offer structure. Sandton Technologies will give the bid to the best-priced contractor.

Background: Sandton Technologies seeks to use the Open EdX (https://open.edx.org/) learning management system and content management system to develop and deliver content. As of now, Open EdX is running on a Microsoft Azure instance installed via Bitnami (https://bitnami.com/stack/edx). Open EdX is well-documented and has an active Google Group, Slack channel, and there are additional resources on GitHub and Bitnami’s site.

Current Situation: While the initial installation went smoothly, several errors have arisen that need specialized help. Sandton’s team has basic knowledge but not enough to solve these problems. Successful applicants will receive full information on the errors and will be provided log files and other information.

Ideal Candidate: The perfect candidate for this role would be familiar with the components of the Open EdX stack, responsive and a fast worker, and open to frequent and constructive communication with the Sandton Technologies product manager. While candidates local to San Diego are preferred, remote candidates will be considered.

Note: Candidates should familiarize themselves with the Open EdX stack before responding to this posting.

Contact Information: Interested candidates may email Namir Yedid at nyedid+sdsu@sandtontechnologies.com or reach out via text message with any questions at (858) 775-3212. Candidates should not call or leave phone messages on that number.